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Cope: PITP
camp is for alstudents who
love to write
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Playhouse in the Park will
host a week-long playwriting
camp for middle school students during fall break next
week.
Playhouse Executive Director
Lisa Cope said the camp was
timed to coincide with the fall
breaks of both Calloway
Murray
and
County
Independent school districts.
The camp is for children grades
6-8 and is the brainchild of
Angie Hatton, a staff writer for
the Murray Ledger & Times.
Hatton said she created the
event to get experience working
with a non-profit organization
and was later able to arrange to
get academic credit for the
Playhouse collaboration from
Murray , State University's
Youth & Non-profit Leadership
program.
The playwriting camp will be
from 9 a.m. to noon Oct. 10-14.
It will be led by Hatton and
Logan Abbitt. The fee for the
week is $30, which covers all
materials, including a playwriters tool kit with a notebook,
pens. special handbook and
reusable tote bag. Students will
learn about playwriting tools
and will create a play between
five and 10 minutes in length.
Parents can sign their children
up for the camp by sending an
e-mail to angela.hatton@murraystate.edu.
Cope said the camp is for kids
who love to write, but might not

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
HAZEL, Ky. —The 22nd annual
Hazel Celebration Saturday was a success as thousands flocked to Calloway
County's second-largest city. .
During a meeting of the Hazel City
Council Monday night, Councilwoman
Michelle Sharp said the celebration
went very smoothly with the Hazel
Celebration Committee reporting more
funding coming in from vendor rentals
than last year.
"It was a pretty good success," Sharp
said.
Only minor problems were reported
by Mayor Kerry Vasseur.

"There were a few
blips, but I think everything else came out real
good," Vasseur said.
Vasseur said deputies
with the Calloway
County Sheriff's Office
hired for security purposes also reported no
problems during the
celebration.
Vasseur
In
other
action,
Councilwoman Megan Vaughn reported
the city will get some help next month in
applying for a state grant that will
enable the council to move forward on
development of a new park in down-

town Hazel.
The city is now taking suggestions
from Hazel residents concerning what
they would like to see at the park and
how it should be developed.
An opportunity to apply for a grant is
coming up in January.
"Hopefully we'll be able to get rolling
on that," Vaughn said.
In other action, the council approved
the donation of $25 to the Hazel Lions
Club in support of an upcoming
telethon. Sharp said the Hazel
Celebration Committee would also
donate to the cause to thank Lions Club
members for manning an information
booth during the celebration Saturday.

The council also heard a report concerning illegal burning within city limits. Vasseur said the city would contact
offenders to make sure they are
informed concerning burning laws. If
violations continue, reports will bc
made to local and state law enforcement
agencies to deal with the situation.
Vasseur also reported that tree and
brush removal has been accomplished in
the area of the Hazel water tower and a
stretch of roadway along Fifth Street.
He said locks have been changed at the
Hazel Volunteer Fire Department °file(
following the disappearance of a chain
saw. The saw has been replaced.

Fall Yard Decorations

By ANGIE HATTON
Staff Writer
County
Both
Calloway
Murray
and
Schools
Independent School District
showed improvement in 20102011 College/Career Readiness
Rates (CCRR). The Kentucky
Department of Education
recently released the data. It
will be included next year in the
Commonwealth's new accountability system.
of
percent
Forty-four
Calloway County High School
graduates in the 2010-2011
school year were considered
either college or career ready.
That is up from 30 percent in
the 2009-2010 school year. The
goal for the school district was
37 percent.
Fifty-one percent of Murray
High School graduates were
considered either college or
career ready in the 2010-2011
school year. In 2009-2010, the
district's CCRR was 48 percent.
The goal for 2010-2011 was 53
percent.
School systems also received
a half-point bonus for each student who met both college and
career readiness benchmarks.
The revised CCRR for
Calloway County was 52 percent, and the revised CCRR for
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The Nabonal Weather Service
Tuesday: Sunny, with a high
near 78. Calm wind becoming
north around 6 mph.
Tuesday Night: Clear, with a
low around 48. Calm wind.
Wednesday: Sunny, with a
high near 79. Calm wind
becoming east around 6 mph.
Wednesday Night: Clear,
with a low around 54. East wind
between 3 and 5 mph.
Thursday: Sunny, with a high
near 81. East southeast wind
between 3 and 5 mph.
Thursday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 55.
East southeast wind between 3
and 5 mph.
Friday: Sunny, with a high
near 82. South southeast wind
between 3 and 5 mph.
Friday Night: Mostly clear,
with a low around 56. Southeast
wind around 6 mph.
Saturday: Sunny. with a high
near 80. South southeast wind
around 6 mph.
Saturday Night: Mostly clear,
with a low around 55. Southeast
wind between 3 and 6 mph.
Sunday: Sunny, with a high
near 80. East southeast wind
between 3 and 5 mph.
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Bush lauds
construction of
self-named library

Daily Forecast
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Calloway, Murray:,
grads measured
for college/career
readiness

ANGIE HATTON / Ledger & Times
pumpkin spicleverly-fashioned
This
cools.
Fall and Halloween displays are popping up around Murray as the weather
Street.
der was spotted recently outside a home on Poplar

Supreme Court begins new term Monday
By MARK SHERMAN
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (API — The Supreme
Court began its new term Monday by
weighing whether patients and health care
providers in the Medicaid program for
poor Americans can sue to block a state
from cutting reimbursement rates.
California and the Obama administration argued that only the U.S. Health and
Human Service Department gets to determine whether the rates a state uses to pay
doctors and other providers complies with
the federal Medicaid law. There was no
consensus apparent among the justices
Monday.
Even before the arguments began, the

on the first Monday in October in 1986.
court rejected more than
place has not been the same since,"
"The
1,800 appeals that had
Roberts said.
piled up during the jusThe term opened with high anticipation
tice's three-month sumbecause the justices seem likely to conmer break, including one
front President Barack Obama's health
from California jail officare overhaul. Both the administration and
cials who forced a
4
to
opponents of the law have filed Supreme
Muslim
woman
A
Court appeals, setting the stage for a high
remove her head scarf
and another from friedcourt hearing in the spring and a decision
chicken giant KFC Corp. Scalia
by late June.
objecting to taxes it has to
Monday's case does not directly implipay in Iowa.
cate the new law, although the expansion
Chief Justice John Roberts also congrat- of Medicaid is a key element in the law's
ulated Justice Antonin Scalia on 25 years aim of extending coverage to more than
of service on the court, noting that Scalia
listened to his first argument as a justice III See Page 2
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By JAMIE STENGLE
Associated Press
DALLAS (AP) — Former
President George W. Bush said
Monday that his presidential
center will be
a venue for
learning and
and
action,
that it already
his
exceeds
expectations.
The George
Bush
W.
Presidential
Busk
will
Center
feature a presidential library and policy institute when it opens in spring
2013. Bush said the institute,
which will focus on education
reform, global health, human
freedom and economic growth,
will help him to stay involved
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III Grads measured...

II Playhouse Camp...

want 100 percent of our graduFrom Front
ates ready to enter college or a
Murray Independent was 57 career, and that will
be our
percent.
goal."
"It is a really terrific achieve"We are making progress,"
ment for Calloway County High
said
Kentucky
Education
School and the Calloway
County School District to see Commissioner Terry Holliday.
that we are on track exceeding "More than 100 school districts
initial goals for College and met their yearly goals, and a
Career Readiness," said Randy focus on career-ready and high
McCallon, assistant superin- school senior support through
tendent of Calloway County transitional classes are the main
Schools. "I believe our teachers reasons for improvement this
all across the district, and espe- year."
cially at CCHS, take great pride
Department of Education
in preparing students for what spokesperson Lisa Gross said
lies ahead academically and state administrators were pleasvocationally."
antly surprised to see the jump
McCallon said the programs at in college and career readiness.
CCHS are designed to allow
In 2009-2010, 34 percent of stustaff members to offer each students in Kentucky met benchdent the opportunity for a better
marks. In 2010-2011, 38 percent
life now and in future.
met
benchmarks.
"Teachers are extremely
She
says that the state providhappy when they know a former
student's preparation in the ed the data now in order to preCalloway County Schools has pare schools for the future.
"It's a new thing. Schools are
made a difference in leading to
not used to being measured this
success," he added.
"'The 57 percent score of the way," said Gross. "It doesn't
2011,MHS graduates is 15 per- count yet toward accountability,
cent above the state average, but next calendar year it will."
being the 17th highest score in
The 2009 education overhaul
the state," Sherry Purdom, legislation Senate Bill 1 calls for
Murray Independent Schools schools and districts to improve
Distirct spokesperson, said in a
the college and career readiness
release.
of their students by 50 percent
"The MISD has outstanding
by the 2014-15 school year.
students and staff working
Gross hopes that as result of
together to reach the MISD high
report, those schools who
this
expectation for academic excellence," said Bob Rogers, were very close to reaching their
Murray Independent superin- goals will look down deep into
tendent. "This is a new report what they were doing to prepare
and everyone is trying to under- students for college and career
stand how the percentages are and work harder to reach those
determined. Needles's to say, we students.

From Front

Obama says announcement on trade coming
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Baxack Obama said
the White House will have an
announcement "in the next day
or so" on sending three free
trade agreements to Congress, a
move that would put the deals
with South Korea, Colombia
and Panama on a path toward
final passage after years of
delay.
Separately, an official familiar
with the discussions said the

White House was expected to
send the trade deals to lawmakers Monday afternoon.
Obama has made the trade
pacts a centerpiece of his economic agenda. He's repeatedly
said the agreements would support tens of thousands of jobs
and boost U.S. exports.
Trade is a rare issue on which
the White House and congressional Republicans agree on
policy objectives.

Check Out These Great Homes
1620 College Farm Road

hoc, VAIL'
27111•203•3147

GREAT STARTER HOME OR INVESTMENT PROPERTY!! 3 bedroom, 1 bath home
with hardwood floors. Spacious living room,
dining room and large utility room. Bathroom
has new toilet, marble surround shower and
new shower faucets. Large backyard with outbuilding. This home is listed under appraised
value. Within walking distance to MSU.

Priced at $59,900!
2340 Radio Road

Pm Cherry
n12134318

This home and its setting creates the feel of a
Kentucky horse farm. Complete with 15 partially wooded acres, with deer and turkey. Relax in
the shade of the covered deck that overlooks the
large stocked pond and above ground pool. 35 x
52 detached building has electricity, water.
bathroom and workshop with 2 car capacity
garage and is thoroughly insulated. Step into
the foyer and be awed by the custom designed
stone fireplace in the familyroom. Kitchen is a cooks dream. Bonus room upstairs. 3 bedrooms
& 2-1/2 baths. 3-car attached garage. Detached
building has lean to on back. MLS•63165

Priced at $395,000!
W..° Inir,l114111.roi
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From Front
in the areas that interest him.
"The challenge is after you are
president to make sure you are
still constructive, that you add
something to society," Bush told
some 600 people gathered at a
ceremony to mark the placement
of center's last construction
beam. "I thought long and hard
about how I wanted to do that."
He described the center as "an
exciting place. A place of learning, a place of scholarship, but
most importantly, a place of
action."
The nearly 225,000-sq.-foot
center is located on about 25
acres on the campus of Southern
Methodist University. When
completed in spring 2013, it will
have an exterior of red brick and
limestone and landscaping that
includes a restored prairie, a
woodland and wildflower meadOW.

Bush said the center, which he
toured for the first time Sunday,
"exceeds expectations."
Architect Robert A.M. Stern
said that the center has been
designed to complement the university's Georgian architecture
but also has "its own character."
Laura Bush, who chairs the
design committee for the center,
told The Associated Press that
she wanted the building to have
a modern feel because her husband's presidency was the first
of the 21st century.
The former first lady and
members of the construction

30 million Americans. Medicaid
costs are shared by the federal
and state governments.
Faced with large budget
deficits, the California legislature passed a law reducing
Medicaid reimbursement rates
by up to 10 percent. The
Medicaid law says states have to
maintain reimbursement rates
that are sufficient to get
providers to take part. States
must submit proposed rate
reductions to HHS, but the law
is silent about whether private
parties can go to court to keep
payments from going down.
In this case, California put the
some of the lower rates in effect
before submitting them to HHS.
Multiple lawsuits followed and
federal courts in California
stepped in to block the new
rates. Eventually, HHS also did
not approve them, although
California asked the department
to reconsider the rejection.
Carter Phillips, a veteran
Supreme Court lawyer who
argued the case on behalf of
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patients and providers, said that
without the federal court orders
there was no guarantee that doctors and hospitals would continue treating Medicaid patients.
"My people have a life or
death problem," Phillips said.
Roberts appeared strongly
inclined to vote against Phillips'
clients, saying the court generally does not allow private parties
to sue unless a law expressly
says they May.
Justice Stephen Breyer said he
was troubled by giving federal
judges too much authority to
weigh in on the large number of
payments
under
made
Medicaid.
But other justices suggested
that the lawsuits were appropriate, in part because California
put new rates in place before
getting federal approval.
Justice Elena Kagan accused
the state of an end run around
the regulatory process.
Karin Schwartz, a deputy state
attorney general, disagreed, saying the state is allowed to put
new rates in effect while awaiting HHS review.

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Police are searching for two inmates
who walked away from a Lexington prison.
The Kentucky Department of Corrections says the inmates were
reported missing Sunday morning from Blackburn Correctional
Complex.
State police are searching for 41-year-old Anthony Kendrick and
31-year-old Jerry Nation. Kendrick is described as white, 6-foot
tall and 175 pounds with black hair and brown eyes. Nation is
described as white, 5-foot-8 and 180 pounds with brown hair and
blue eyes.
The corrections department said Kendrick was serving an 8-year
sentence on a McCracken County'conviction for complicity to
robbery and Nation was serving a 10-year sentence on burglary
and theft convictions in Anderson and Oldham counties..
Anyone with information on their whereabouts is asked to call
state police at (502) 227-2221 or Lexington police at (859) 25836(X).
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Bowling Green woman helps homeless stay warm
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.(AP) — A Bowling Green woman ha,
found a way to help the homeless by giving them a warm welcome and a warm blanket.
Kris Bridgman has handed out 1,000 blankets and warm clothing
over the past two years as part of a blanket ministry that seeks out
homeless in the area.
Bridgman spends her days searching for the homeless during
cold weather months.
She looks around bridges, parks, shelters and abandoned buildings, handing out blankets and gloves. When she started her ministry, she was shocked to find a large homeless population in
Bowling Green.
"There's a sweet soul to these people," she told The Daily News
in Bowling Green (http://bit.ly/oueVKw). "I didn't even think we
had any (homeless people). Every day you meet somebody new
every day."
Bridgman helps the homeless stay warm, but she also works to
get them on a better path and off the streets.
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VEHICLE COLLISION: Murray Fire Department firefighters
are pictured removing the hood of one of the vehicles
involved in a two-vehicle collision to secure it for wrecker
transport. The wreck occurred Monday afternoon at the corner of Highway 641 and Sycamore Street. No additional information from Murray Police was available at press time.

Two inmates walk away from Blackburn prison
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team also attended the "topping
out" ceremony Monday.
Visitors to the museum will
enter through Freedom Hall, a KY's oldest working store bouncing back from flood
light-filled large open space that
GRAVEL SWITCH, Ky.(AP) — Jeanne Penn Lane is hoping
will tie different aspects of the everything is ready at Penn's Store soon. She wouldn't want to
center together. The museum's miss the "Great Outhouse Blowout," a festival set for central
permanent exhibit includes a Kentucky on Oct. 8 that includes outhouse races, a "parade of
replica ofsthe Oval Office as it privies,"- and an "ugly legs" contest for men.
The store, on the Boyle-Casey county line, has been undergoing
appeared during the Bush
administration and the White work for the last month after a May 2010 flood nearly destroyed
House Rose Garden, with a few it.
Penn Lane told The Lexington Herald-Leader she's amazed that
tweaks for the Texas climate.
"It's very open and accessible waters from the North Rolling Fork River didn't wash away
and we hope people will come Kentucky's oldest continuously operating country store, which has
back again and again," Stern been in business since 1850(http://bitly/pCKVeg).
"It was so, so old anyway and not in great shape," Lane said. "It
said.
just disintegrated."
Like the Bushes' ranch in
The store evokes memories from many in central Kentucky as a
Crawford, the presidential cenplace children went for snacks and as a landmark for the area.
ter has incorporated environOne of the workers on the project, Jeremiah Eisenbeis, 34,
mentally friendly design eleremembers riding his bike as a child o Penn's Store for a snack.
ments, including using as many
as possible materials from with- Raptor center in Somerset
expanding
in 500 miles of the site. Also,
SOMERSET, Ky.(AP) — A raptor rehabilitation facility in
solar panels will supply hot Somerset is expanding to include a nature center thanks to the
water and there will be a system hard work and dedication of a group of high school students.
to capture and reuse rainwater.
Raptor Rehabilitation Center director Francis Carter, who teachLaura Bush said the museum's es at Southwestern High School, told the Commonwealth Journal
exhibit on the Sept. II terrorist that students who have participated in the raptor program raised
attacks will include a giant bent the $250,000 necessary to start construction on the nature center
beam from the World Trade (http://bit.ly/q19NVU). They began raising funds a decade ago.
Center.
"They have done a lot of hard work to get it (the center) where it
"That is a very somber part of is today," Carter said. "It's going to be something we've needed for
a long time."
the museum display," she said.
The center at Southwestern High School opened 19 years ago
The
George
W. Bush
Foundation has already raised with two cages and a small building to offer aid to injured birds of
the-$250 million needed for the prey. Over the years, it has expanded to include multiple holding
cost of the building and an areas, walking trails and a presentation area.
The nature center will offer computers, a classroom, an area to
around $8 million endowment to
clean
dishes, bathrooms and a lab. It will be called the Liberty
the U.S. National Archives and
Records Administration, said Nature Center, after a bald eagle that died recently.
All current students and alumni who have been involved with
foundation president Mark
the
center were invited to a groundbreaking ceremony last weekLangdale.
The Bushes moved to Dallas end. Carter broke ground, but then invited alumni to also turn dirt
after he left office in January in honor of the dedication they've shown through the years.
2009.
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have gotten any opportunities to
try their hand at writing plays
before. Children will learn
about techniques for writing for
the stage compared to writing
short stories or literary forms.
The camp will feature a few
special guests, such as Matt
Markgraf, a former MSU theatre major who also has a master's degree in creative writing.
Markgraf has written several
short plays and a couple of fulllength plays, and will talk about
writing dialogue for characters.
Children will also learn about
the theatrical process and how
plays go from the page to performance.
"We're really wanting to show
that the main difference
between playwriting and any

other kind of writing is, it's a
collaborative process," Hatton
said. "The play is not finished
until it is performed, so you
really have to - as a playwright
- be able to let go of your words
and be able to understand that
they can be interpreted different
ways. So we're going to really
emphasize reading your work
aloud and having other people
read it aloud."
Cope said the camp would celebrate the end of the week by
holding a "readers' theater" at 2
p.m. Sunday, Oct. 16, for the
students' families and friends.
Actors will perform the plays
written at the camp by reading
the scripts and acting the scenes
on stage.

Dr. Reed Jarvis
1208 Johnson Blvd.• Murray
759-1429
Monday - Friday 8:00 am - 5:00 pm
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Town Crier
NOTICE
• The Architectural Review
Board will meet Thursday.
Oct. 6, at 4:30 p.m. in the
Murray Council Chambers to
review two Certificate of
Appropriateness renovation
applications, one for First
Baptist Church and one for a
home at 602 Elm Street.
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He is survived by his wife, Mary Sue Sherrard Whisman, of
Allred R. Duncan, 86, of Murray, Ky., died Sunday, Oct. 2,2011, Murray, whom he married Dec. 19, 1948, in Covington; two daughat the VA Medical Center in Marion, Ill.
ters, Susan Lynn Whisman. of Chattanooga, Tenn., and Vicki
He was born in Calloway County on April 25, Williams and husband, Keith, of Murray; one son, Leslie Wayne
1926, to the late John Freeman Duncan and Whisman and wife, Janet, of Franklin, Tenn.; eight grandchildren
Becham Washam Duncan. Before retiring, he was and nine great-grandchildren.
Expressions of sympathy may go to the Alzheimer's Association,
the owner and operator of Duncan Electric in
Murray. He was an U.S. Army veteran of W.W.II, Kaden Tower,6100 Dutchmans Ln. Ste. 401, Louisville, KY 40205were he was a Prisoner of War and a recipient of the Purple Heart, 3284.
as well as other various medals and honors. He was a member of the
Online condolences can be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralColes Campground United Methodist Church and a member of the home.com. Arrangements are being handled by the J.H. Churchill
Murray Masonic Lodge #105.
Funeral Home.
In addition to his parents, he was preceded in death by his wife
Ailene Nelson Duncan; one sister, Birdene Clemons; and two broth- Bonnie Raye Lee Byrd
ers, L.B. Duncan and William Duncan.
Funeral services for Bonnie Raye Lee Byrd, 71, of Benton, Ky.,
He is survived by his first wife and mother of his children, Luenell formerly of East Prairie, Ky., were held Monday, Oct. 3, 2011, at 1
Nixon, of Murray; two sons, Jerry Don Duncan and Kenneth Dale
p.m. in the Shelby Chapel with Jim Dace officiatDuncan and wife, Cathey, all of Murray; and four grandchildren and
ing. Burial followed in the Odd Fellows Cemetery.
two great-grandchildren.
Byrd died Thursday, Sept. 29, 2011, at 3:25 p.m.
Funeral services will be held Wednesday, Oct. 5, 2011, at 10 a.m.
in the Spring Creek Nursing Center.
at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with the Rev. Kendrick Lewis
Born April 2, 1940, at East Prairie, to the late
officiating. Burial to follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Raymond "Lefty" and Mollie Worsley Lee, she
Visitation will be held from 4— 8 p.m. on Tuesday, Oct. 4, 2011, at
lived in the Benton area for the past several years.
the funeral home. Online condolences can be made at www.theShe formerly owned and operated Bonnie's Food
jhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are being handled by
Service in Hardin, and also operated a restaurant in
the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
the Wrangler's Camp in the Land Between the
Lakes and was of the Methodist faith. On Dec. 23,
2003, she married David Alan Byrd, who survives.
Guido Zacheretti
In addition to her parents, she was preceded in death by one sister,
Guido Zacheretti, 79, of Paducah, Ky., died at 8:37 a.m. Sunday,
Mollie Jean Sasseen.
Oct. 2, 2011, at Western Baptist Hospital.
In addition to her husband, she is survived by one son. Glen
A native of Detroit, Mich., he retired with 20 years service from
the Paducah/McCracken County Library mainte- Collins and wife, Paulette, of Strasburg. Va.; one step-son, Adam
nance department, and he was of the Catholic faith. Byrd and wife. Carolyn, of Murray; three grandchildren, three greatHe was a veteran of the U.S. Army having received grandchildren, one nephew, two nieces, and several cousins.
Online condolences can be made at www.shelbyfuneral.com.
a purple heart during the Korean War. He was preceded in death by his wife, Patricia Wisehart Shelby Funeral Home in East Prairie is in charge of arrangements.
Zacheretti; his parents, Giuseppe and Cleopatra Macella Zacheretti;
James Elwood 'Pig' Fuller
and one brother, Johnny Zacheretti.
Funeral services for Mr. James Elwood "Pig" Fuller, 83, of
He is survived by three sons, Larry Zacheretti and David
Zacheretti, both of Paducah, and Philip Zacheretti, of Knoxville, Nortonville. Ky., will be held Wednesday, Oct. 5, 2011, at 1 p.m. at
Tenn; one daughter, Lori Baggett, of Paducah; two brothers, Tony
the Hughart & Beard Funeral Home in Crofton.
The Rev. Ronald L. Henn will officiate, and burial
Zacheretti and Elio Zacheretti, both of Detroit, Mich.; seven grandwill follow in the Ridge Top Cemetery in Crofton.
children, seven great-grandchildren and several nieces and nephews.
Funeral services will be held Tuesday. Oct. 4, 2011, at 6:30 p.m.
Visitation will be held Tuesday. Oct. 4, 2011, after
5 p.m. at the funeral home.
at the Lone Oak Chapel of Milner & Orr Funeral Home with the
Mr. Fuller died Friday, Sept. 30, 2011 at his
Rev. Scott Sallee officiating. Military rites will follow. Friends may
home.
call from 4 p.m. until service time Tuesday at the funeral home.
Born Jan. 2, 1928, in Crofton, to the late Richard and Ozie East
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to the
Disabled American Veterans, 1133 Murray Ave., Paducah KY Fuller, Mr. Fuller retired after 35 years with the Peabody Coal Co.,
42003. Arrangements are being handled by Milner & On Funeral
Home.

Madalyn Mack
Funeral services for Madalyn Mack, 89, of Murray, were held
Monday. Oct. 3, 2011, at 11 a.m. at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
with John Dale and Garry Evans officiating. Entombment followed
in the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Mrs. Mack died Friday, Sept. 30, 2011, at
Lakeway Nursing Home in Benton.
Born Sept. 1, 1922, in East Liverpool, Ohio, to
the late Dawes and Rose Rawlings, she was a
retired receptionist with the First National Bank.
and worked with the welcome wagon in East
Liverpool. She was a member of the Glendale
Road Church of Christ and was a former Mrs. East
Liverpool. In addition to her parents, she was preceded in death by her husband, Carl J. Mack, and
one sister, Phyllis Moore.
She is survived by three sons, Carl Dawes Mack
and wife, Glenda, of Gilbertsville, Keith D. Mack and wife. Pam, of
Huntsville, Ala., and Kevin W. Mack and wife, Kay, of Benton; II
grandchildren and eight great-grandchildren.
Expressions of sympathy may go to the Glendale Road Church of
Christ Missions (Guyana and Haiti), 1101 Glendale Road. Murray,
KY 42071. Online condolences can be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are being handled by the J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home.

Leslie 'Tom' Whisman
Graveside services for Leslie "Tom" Whisman, 86, of Murray.
Ky., will be held Tuesday, Oct. 4, 2011, at 1 p.m.
(EST), at the Jackson Cemetery in Jackson. Funeral
services were held Monday,Oct. 3,2011, at the J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home with Sam Rainer officiating.
Whisman died Saturday, Oct. 1, 2011, at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Born Oct. I, 1925, in Blackie, to the late Leslie
Stivers and Victoria Stidham Whisman, he was the
former President and CEO of the Bank of Lyon
County. He was also a U.S. Navy veteran of W.W.
Whisman
II. was a member of the First Baptist Church of
Murray, and was a 1951 graduate of the University
of Kentucky with a B.S. in Business
Administration. He was also a member of the
Hazard Kentucky Kiwanis Club.
In addition to his parents, he was preceded in
death by a grandson. Leslie Aaron Whisman.
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In this Aug. 23, 2011, file photo, Gene Simmons, left, and
Shannon Tweed arrive at the "Scarface" Legacy Celebration
Event in Los Angeles. Rocker Gene Simmons and his longtime girlfriend. actress Shannon Tweed, tied the knot
Saturday Oct. 1. People magazine reported the couple
exchanged vows they wrote themselves. The magazine said
about 400 guests attended the Saturday evening ceremony
outside a Beverly Hills hotel.

Simmons, longtime girlfriend marry
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Rocker Gene Simmons and his
longtime girlfriend, actress
Shannon Tweed, have tied the
knot.
Publicist Dawn Miller offered
her congratulations to "the new
married couple" on Facebook.
Simmons and Tweed have
been a couple for years. Their
engagement announcement last
month surprised many fans.
People magazine reported the

couple exchanged vows they
wrote themselves. The magazine said about 400 guests
attended the Saturday evening
ceremony outside a Beverly
Hills hotel.
The 62-year-old Kiss bassist
and the 54-year-old Tweed have
two children.
The new season of the reality
show "Gene Simmons Family
Jewels" premieres Tuesday on
the A&E network.
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1505 STADIUM VIEW DR.
MURRAY,KY 42071
We welcome the fall season. To us it means the fire pit and the
smell of roasting marshmallows. We've also been sampling
apple cider and donuts. We will now add a jacket for our
morning walks. Nothing better than a crisp day to make you
walk a little faster. We have added a new relaxation class to our
fall calendar. We all agree we feel a lot more relaxed now. We
have now started to plan our Halloween party and our costumes. It should prove to be a great time.
Our September Jackpot Winners are:
Inez Andrus, Marilyn Winslow & Bobbie Butler

FERN TERRACE
"Where We're All Oar Family"

Charles Fred Broach
Funeral services for Charles Fred Broach, 89, of Murray, Ky.'
were held at 3 p.m. Monday, Oct. 3,2011, in the chapel of Heritage,
Family Funeral Home.
Larry Salmon officiated and interment followed.
in the Salem Cemetery.
Mr. Broach died Friday, Sept. 30, 2011, atl
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Born Nov. 9, 1922, Mr. Broach was a graduate of
Kirksey High School and a 1947 Graduate of,
Murray Teachers College. He was a retired Isk
Lieutenant in the United States Navy and served ii.
several major battles in the South Pacific during,
World War II. In addition, he was retired fronk,
Union Carbide after 35 years of service and Hen,
time member of Coldwater Baptist Church.
Mr. Broach was preceded in death by his parents)
.
011ie T. and Izetta Crouch Broach and four broth,
ers, Kenton Broach, Rex Broach, Barber Broach,
and Hugh Franklin Broach.
He is survived by one brother, Ray T. Broach and wife, Martha, of
Murray; two nephews, Jeffrey Broach and Terry Broach, both of
Murray; three nieces, Joan Morris and husband, Mike, Kathie Pierce
and husband, Mike, and Gale Cornelison, all of Murray; and a sister-in-law, Hazel Broach, of Murray.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to the
Coldwater Baptist Church, 8400 State Route 121 N, Farmington,
KY 42040-9129.
Online condolences may be left at www.imesmiller.com.
Arrangements are being handled by Imes-Miller Funeral Home.
This is a paid obituary.

The number oftimes published or the length ofone or more ofth.
preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger an
Times policy. Afee has been paidfor additional publishing or spa

1001 Whitnell Ave.• Murray, KY 42071-1040
Phone (270) 753-1916• Fax (270) 753-19'27
Mon. — Fri. 8:00 a.m. — 5:00 p.m.• Closed Sat. & Sun.
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with his last several years as a preventive maintenance supervisor.
He was an Air man 1st class Air Force veteran, and a member olV
the Nortonville First Baptist Church.
He was the past president and former member of the Nortonville
Lion's Club, and Masonic lodge. He also served as a former menati
ber of the Nortonville city council.
Mr. Fuller was an accomplished wood worker; he built and donat=1
ed all the picnic tables and swings when the Nortonville City Patti
was established in the 1990's, and gave his hand built swings to.
many people.
He loved to feed and watch the area hummingbirds and songbirdsi
He was well known and loved by his family, friends, and cornmuni-i
ty.
Mr. Fuller was preceded in death by his parents, wife, Jo Nell,
Wells Fuller, half-sister, Louise Lewis, two half-brothers, David and,
Henry Cavanaugh.
He is survived by two daughters, Karen Fuller Isaacs and husband.
Terry, of Murray, Jana Nell Fuller Miller and husband, Floyd, of •
White Plains; three grandchildren, James Andrew "Drew" Isaacs
and wife, Julie Roberts, of Murray, Faren Lane Miller, of Whitt)
Plains, and Landon Wells Miller and wife, Kristin, of White Plainst,
and one great-grandchild, Josie Ann Isaacs, of Murray.
Expressions of sympathy may go to Green River Hospice, 418
North Scott Street, Madisonville, KY.
Online condolences can be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralt
home.com. Arrangements are being handled by the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.
This is a paid obituary.

Subscription Rates
All subscriptions payable in advance. Home delivery 6 days a week.
Mailed in Calloway County. KY
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All other mail subscriptions $145.

Published Monday through Saturday every afternoon, except Sundays. Memorial Day,
July 4. Labor Day, Thanksgiving Day, Christmas Day and New Years Day. Periodicals
postage paid at Murray, KY. POSTMASTER: Send address changes to THE MURRAY
LEDGER & TIMES. PO. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071-1040
MISS YOUR PAPER? Let us know as soon as possible so we can get one to you or prne
you credit. Call 753-1916.
Murray Ledger & Times(USN 308-7001• Murray Ledger A Times Is a member of the
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MMS'Walk
to School
Day' slated
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SEE YOU AT THE POLE: Students at Calloway County Middle School and Murray Middle
School celebrated See You at the Pole Day, the international day of student prayer,
Wednesday, Sept. 28. Above, Murray Middle School students gathered outside the school. Old
and young grasp hands to give thanks to God for freedom and the right to pray. Below,
Calloway County students gathered in small groups in the school gymnasium to pray. The students also enjoyed praise and worship with a live band.

Lou Carter, Murray Middle School principal, Ted Booth, health
and PE teacher and LaCosta Hays, bookkeeper at MMS show
off the bikes that will be given away Oct. 5, along with other
prizes.

Special to the Ledger
Murray Middle School students will be participating in
National Walk to School Day on
Wednesday. Oct. 5 at 7:30 a.m.
Students may be dropped off
at U.S. Bank on the corner of
12th and Main Street to walk
with a group, or they may meet
downtown
at
New
Life
Bookstore. Teachers, parents.
firemen, city officials and many
others will walk with the group.
Police officers will close
Main Street between U.S. Bank
and the middle school while students walk between 7:30-7:45
a.m. Students will also enjoy an
afternoon
assembly.
Coordinators will draw names
of those who walked to school
for prizes.

Prawito chosen as Murray High School
Rotary September Student of the Month
By ANDREA GRAHAM
MHS Black and Gold
Topaz Prawito, a senior at
Murray High School, was
selected by MHS faculty as the
Rotary Student of the Month of
September.
A three-year member of the
Speech Team, performing in the
event of Duo Improvization,
Prawito was selected this year as
a co-captain of the team.
"Speech has helped me overcome my fear of public speaking. It has made me more confident in everything that I do,"
Prawito said.
Prawito has also been a fouryear member of the Tennis Team
and an active member of Y-

WRITTEN ST LEIGH ANNE FLORENCE
CHAPTER FOUR
Library Assistant Needed
Seeking organized individual
who can develop a new section
of our library to commemorate
the 150th anniversary of the
Civil War. Must be motivated,
focused and punctual. Must be
familiar with the Dewey
Decimal System. Beginning
wages - $7.50 per hour. If interested, see Mrs. Grant.
"Mrs. Grant! Mrs. Grant!" I
shouted as loudly as possible. "I
must get this job!"
"Please lower your voice,
Dogwood," Mrs. Grant instructed. "How can I possibly hire a
library assistant who doesn't
obey library rules? Besides, why
do you want this job?'
I apologized for my rudeness
and explained that - Chloe and I
had purchased drums from the
Civil War. I told her about needing money to pay for lessons and
the window. This job would
allow me to make money and to
learn about the Civil War. I was
certain I could learn how my
drum set was used in battle. She
listened carefully before speaking.
"I'll admit, Woody, you love
the library and you're motivated.
Let me explain the job." Chloe
and I listened as Mrs. Grant
explained.
' "For the next four years.
Kentucky will be commemorating - or remembering - our
state's role in the Civil War. We'll
focus on the history, causes, soldiers, as well as the changes and
aftermath once the Civil War
ended. Our library wants to
develop a new section called
'Brother Against Brother.'"
Mrs. Grant noticed our confused looks.
"Once you begin researching
you'll understand the phrase
against
'brother
brother.'
Anyway. the section will include
books, newspaper and magazine
articles, paintings, artifacts and

other memorabilia from The War
Between the States. We need
someone to develop and organize an informative and engaging
section. After hearing the explanation, are you still interested?"
"Yes, ma'am." I whispered
enthusiastically.
"Originally, we were only
seeking one person, but since
you and Chloe are such a team,
how about I hire you both?"
"TerRUFFic!" Chloe and I
cheered softly.
"Super! You're hired. Call and
check with your parents and ask
permission to begin working this
afternoon."
I was sure Mom and Dad
would be disappointed I wouldn't be able to provide a drum
concert this afternoon, but I
knew they'd understand. Chloe
called Mom and received permission.
'Before you can complete this
job, you will need to be knowledgeable about the war.
Therefore, let's spend time
researching. We'll have a section
in the 'Brother Against Brother'
room called 'Background' that
will feature the history and the
reason the war occurred. For
now, focus on the history and
possible causes."
Mrs. Grant gave us some
books to use. She also handed us
pencils, paper and other materials we would need. "This will be
the room you'll use each day,"
Mrs. Grant pointed out as she
escorted us to our very own
room right behind the circulation
desk.
"Wow, Chloe! We have our
own office! Maybe we can get a
nameplate to put on our desk."
was pondering if my nameplate should say my real name
Dogwood or my nickname
Woody when Chloe said, "This
book has a section titled 'A Brief
Summary of the Civil War.' That
seems like a logical place to
start."

Murra)

Club, Interact
Club, Future
Business
Leaders
of
America. Beta
Club,
National
Honor Society
and Spanish
Club. He is
Prawito
also the recipient of the
Character Counts award and the
Outstanding Physics Student
award.
Prawito was selected this past
year out of thousands of applito attend both of

cants

Kentucky's prestegious college
preparatory programs• for out-

standing rising high school seniors, the Governor's Scholars
Program (GSP), at the campus
of Centre College in Danville.
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and the Commonwealth Honors
Academy(CHA)held at Murray
State University.
"CHA and GSP were great
experiences that helped me
grow as a person. Thanks to that.
I'm more prepared for college,"
Topaz stated.
Prawito plans to attend either
Murray State University or the
University of Kentucky and
major in accounting.
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PEP RALLY: Murray Elementary School students and staff
recently had a pep rally for the school's first football team.
Pictured are members of the MES football team and cheerleaders. Coach Dennison and Coach Farmer introduced all
the boys and told what positions they played. Principal Denise
Whitaker asked the teachers to come down on the floor and
they had a competition with the football team members much
to the delight of the students. The cheerleaders, coached by
Jennifer Taylor and senior Murray High School cheerleaders,
led the crowd in competition cheers which were easily won by
the third grade students.
We immediately learned the
war began on April 12, 1861.
and lasted until 1865. Using my
calculator. I subtracted 1861
from our current year of 2011.
Wow - the war began 150 years
ago.just like Mrs. Grant said.
"Chloe, how old is Mr.
Malone?" I asked.
"Probably 45 or 46." Chloe
responded."Why do you want to
know?"
"Uh-oh, I think we need to
apologize," I said, before
reminding her of our earlier mistake. While I explained, Chloe
wrote,"Civil War: 1861 to 1865"
as neatly as possible on her
paper.
"Does it say what countries
were fighting? Best I remember,
I think Switzerland had something to do with the war," I
informed Chloe.
"It says here the Civil War was
a war between the states.
Different states here in the

United States were fighting
against other states in the United
States," Chloe read.
"That doesn't make sense," I
argued. "We're called the United
States of America, and Dad told
us the word united means people
or things working together as
one. Why would the United
States be fighting against each
other?"
Chloe and I were very curious
to find out the cause of the Civil
War when Mrs. Grant appeared
with a worried look on her face.
"Woody, it seems as if we have
a problem with hiring you."
Thanks
to
Kentucky
Utilities/LG&E, Kentucky Press
Association and the KY
Secretary of State for helping to
make this statewide. literacy
project possible.
Go
to
www.kypress.com to hear each
chapter and try the chapter
activities.

Photo provided

ADVISORY COUNCIL: Janeann Turner plans a monthly
Advisory Council Meeting to talk over community and school
issues and to get feedback from parents, school personnel
and students. They meet during lunch so the students who
attend don't miss academic time in the classroom. Pictured at
the council meeting are Katherine Durr, left, Lindey Hunt and
Jacob Baron.
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South Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Men will hold a turkey shoot on Saturday, Oct. 8, beginning at 10 a.m. Participants will shoot at paper targets with a
picture of a turkey. Entry fee is $5 per
round of competition and participants can
win prize money. The event will be held
1/2 mile north of Hazel, on the west side
of U.S. Hwy. 641. Look for a sign. No
previous shotgun experience required and
Datebook bring your
own 12 gauge or one can be
Jessica Morris, loaned.
Funds raised will go to support
Community
the Hunters for the Hungry Program. Note
editor
in case of bad weather, the event may be
71174=nater time or date. For more information or
to register, contact George at (270) 978-2414.

Ky.State Retirees to meet
The Purchase Area Chapter of Kentucky State Retirees will
meet at 10:30 a.m. Thursday, Oct. 6, at Pizza Inn, 1001 Joe
Clifton Drive, in Paducah for a combined luncheon and business meeting. For more information call 898-7289 or 527-9531.

East Calloway Elementary SBDM to meet

The East CES School-Based-Decision-Making-Council will
hold its meeting on Tuesday. Oct. 4. at 4 p.m. in the teachers lounge. All interested persons are invited to attend.

Photo provided

FLAGS PRESENTED: Woodmen of the World recently presented an American flag and a 911
Flag to North Elementary School. Pictured are Jordyn Duncan, Jack Marvin, Principal Melinda
Hendley, Janet Marvin, Rachel Brown and Amos McCarty.
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Woodmen of the World Lodges 728 and 592 will meet for
their regular meeting tonight. Oct. 4, at 5:30 p.m. at the Harmon Hall. Hostesses will be the members of Lodge 728. All
members are invited to attend.

Divorce care classes to begin
Elm Grove Baptist Church will offer a new series of classes for people who are separated or divorced. These weekly
seminar and support groups center on healing the pain that
comes from a breakup of a marriage. Classes begin Wednesday. Oct. 5. For mcire information, contact Sharon Smith at
(270) 29378001 or e-mail sharonsmith@elmgrovemurray.org.

F.A.N. Club begins Thursday
The Calloway County Extension Office in partnership with
the Calloway County Health Department will provide a series
of Food and Nutrition (FAN.) classes to anyone interested in
expanding their nutrition knowledge. This free series begins on
Thursday. Oct. 6, at 10:30 am at the Calloway County Health
Department. If interested, call 753-3381.
The Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club will
meet Thursday. Oct. 6, at 1 p.m. at the clubhouse. The ladies
will hold their business meeting and then depart for Mathis
Apple Orchard. Hostesses will be Jane Hardin and Wilma Wilson. All members are encouraged to attend.
First United Methodist Church invites all area women are
to attend a luncheon program, Tuesday. Oct. 4, at 11 a.m. at
the Social Hall. 503 Maple St., Murray. This free program will
be presented by participants of Magdalene House/Thistle Farms,
of Nashville. Tenn. This residential program is for women who
have survived lives of violence, prostitution and addiction. The
luncheon is free and everyone welcome.
C.C. S.B.D.M. to meet Wednesday
The Calloway County SBDM Council will hold a specialcalled meeting on Wednesday, Oct. 5, at 3:30 p.m. in the
media center. The public is invited at attend.

Kappa's of MWC to meet
The Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club will
meet Tuesday. Oct. 4, at 6:30 p.m. at the clubhouse. Laura
Lee Latimer will present a program called "Elements Home
Design." Hostesses will be Jamie Helton. Martha Roberts and
Hanna Garrison. All members are encouraged to attend and
guests are welcome.

Volleyball Senior Night set for Thursday
Photo provided
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The Calloway County High School Laker Volleyball Team
will honor it's seniors at their game Thursday. Oct. 6, against
Paducah Tilghman. Senior activities will be held in-between
the JV and Varsity games with the IV game beginning at 6
p.m. Seniors being honored are Katlyn Cook, Kristen Dennis,
Dera Hale, Allison Rogers. Taylor Stallings. Lexie Watson and
Ashleigh Wolfe.

Overeaters' Anonymous to meet
Overeaters' Anonymous, a 12-step recovery group for all
types of eating problems. meets each Thursday from 1:30-2:30
p.m. at Christ Methodist Church, 1322 W. Broadway, Mayfield. For information, call Marcia at (270) 247-7414 or Jim
at (270) 623-8850.
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Art Guild
to offer
workshops

Garden Dept. of MWC to meet

Magdalene House luncheon to be held

Horns of
All Things
Nursery!
111

270-753-7534
209 N. 12th St.

Special to the Ledger
Trail riders are preparing
to harness in funds for St.
Jude Children's Research Hospital through a "Saddle Up for
St. Jude" event to be held.
Saturday. Oct. 8 at Wranglers's
Campground, Land Between
the Lakes.
Registration is from 10-11
a.m. at the pavilion and afterward,the ride will begin. Donations can be collected prior to
the event, and participants are
encouraged to donate $20 to
ride. A free BBQ Chicken and
hot-dog meal will be provided for all participants. Prizes
will be awarded to the top
two fundraisers. Additionally.
all participants donating or
raising $35 or more will receive
prizes from St. Jude.
Over 16 packages and baskets have been donated from
area businesses and will be
auctioned and awarded to top
bidders beginning at 5 p.m.
A meal will take place at 5:30
p.m. For more information,
contact DeAno McCuiston
Anderson. coordinator, at
(270)293-1505
or
deann@wk.net.
St. Jude is one of the world's
premier centers for pediatric
cancer and other catastrophic
childhood diseases.

Photo provided

SONS OF VETERANS VISIT: Fort Heiman Camp 1834 Sons of Confederate Veterans held
its September meeting at the Penny store and museum.

People's Choice winner announced
Special to the Ledger
PADUCAH. Ky.— Paducah
Area Painters Alliance (PAPA)
has counted the public's votes
and the verdict is in: Sharron
Jarvis' original oil painting.
"Heart & Soul" wins the
People's Choice Award in the
gallery's fall show.
PAPA offers its guests the
chance to vote for their favorite
painting each time a new seasonal show begins. You can
see the winning artwork along
with 250 other paintings by
local and regional artists, at
the PAPA Gallery, located at
124 Broadway, Paducah.
Jarvis. a talented artist and
member of PAPA, has studied
under Jenny Fuller and Cleda
Curtis. Jarvis says. "Members
of Paducah Area Painters
Alliance have also generously
shared a wealth of knowledge
and experience."
Jarvis' artwork that has won
previous
Peoples
Choice
Awards includes "Something
Old. Something New" and

"Kentucky Vice II."
PAPA celebrated its 20th
anniversary this year. Started
as a group of artists wishing
to share information and learn

from each other, it continues
to grow and now has 100
members. Gallery hours are 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Saturday. Admission is free.

Murray art Guild is offering
fall studios for adults in clay, oil
painting and altered books.
Youth studios include "Messy
Friday" for pre-school and adult
partner, after school studios for
elementary students and open
studio for middle school and
high school students.
These studios cover a variety
of art mediums and techniques
while exploring art concepts.
Studios are guided, leaving
room for personal expression
and creative thought.
For a listing of the studios and
workshops call, 753-4059 or
visit www.murrayartguild.org.

Support is
offered for
abuse victims

Photo provided

Pictured is "Heart & Soul," the People's Choice Award winner
by Sharron Jarvis from the Paducah Area Painters Alliance.
PAPA celebrated its 20th anniversary this year.

Domestic
violence
support/educational groups are
currently offered on a weekly
basis. For more information on
dates and times, call the
Merryman House Domestic
Crisis Outreach Office ot
Calloway County at 759-2373.

arser
& Gifts
HWY.641 N. • MURRAY
753-1725 — 1-800-472-8852
www.rollingh.com

FALL IS FOR

PLANTING
*Mums *Pansies
*Ornamental Kale & Cabbage
*Trees & Shrubs
ff/re-reticif Ceeti/edAesee,Ilioeees"
Open Monday-Saturday 9-5 • Closed Sunday

Dr. Scott Foster
17101) Hwy. 121 \tith
Mutra. KY

270.753.6100

Murray, KY
Mon.-'i. 10 ..vs.-5
Sat. 10 e.m.-4

www.callow.

it“..ountyclut ipiiwth
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SANDRA D's house
dressing at Duncan's
Comerstore Cafe. 94E.
978-5111
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

k
Are you planning
a Special Event or
need a place to
meet?
.' Kent The
Woodmen of
The World Hall
2 753-4377- Pay
1701
01 492-8105- Night
050
Lost and Found

DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be lust the place
for you! Full time and
part time positions
available.
Apply at:
Wee Care
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227
preschool
Full-time
needed.
teachers
Apply at RTG 109 S
NOW hiring local company now has several
full time positions available in our customer
service department, no
experience necessary
company training provided. Must be high
school grad and able to
start imed, all positions
are permanent with
rapid advance, position
starts at $489.00 per
week plus bonuses for
interview call
759-6675.
WANTED, CDL driver
with flatbed experience, 35c per loaded
mile. 270-227-2220

sitte
Experienced
would like to sit with
elderly adult. 293-1018
HOUSE CLEANING.
Please call
270-293-5806
120
Computers
MDM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556
140
Want to Buy
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
Want to buy running
and non-running cars
and trucks. KEY AUTO
PARTS 759-9694
150
Articles
For Sale

JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times.

CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS
at
has
bargains
Trends-N-Treasures.
Buy/appraise
coins.
270-753-4161

Call 753-1916

Sage microfiber twin
sleeper. Like new.
$300. 227-6369

LOST: Set of keys in
Walmart parking lot
Sept 26. 270-339-4092
060
Heip Wanted
Days Inn now hiring
mint desk. Apply in person only . 517 S. 12th
Street, Murray.

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website. not all listings
on the jobrietwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Please
send resume to P.O.
Box 1040-F, Murray,
KY 42071.
REAL Estate agent 1st
Kentucky Reality
270-978-1202

Vending machines for
sale. Can drink and
snack. Good shape,
need to sell. 293-4919
WASHER/DRYER.
Broyhill furniture, 1987
pick-up,
50
RAM
49,000 miles.
753-4109

2BR, newly remodeled.
near lake, no pets Gas
& water included $4801st &
plus deposit.
last month due at lease
signing, 227-0004

1 & 2BR apts for rent.
Partially finished, some
utilities paid. No pets.
767-9037
1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
1st Full Mo Rent Free
Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive
I BR & 2BR Apts.
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833
Ext, 283
Equal opportunity

Rentals
GARLAND
presently has two bedroom apartments available. Call for your
today.
appointment
270-753-2905
Hazel Apartments, 1st
and Center St. Hazel
KY is taking applications for 1 & 2BR apts.
Must be elderly, handicapped, or disabled.
Rent based on income.
Equal housing opportunity. Call 270-527-1311
during regular business
hours. TDD 711

WARD-ELKINS

oO E S,,uth 12t.i St
(270) 753-1713

GARLAND
RENTAL

1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-5562

'If you've got it, we can store it"

Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
Houses For Rent
3-5BR available now
Walking distance to
MSU. Coleman Real
Estate 753-9898
CLOSE to campus! 4
bedroom rental house.
References, 1 year
lease. Available immediately.
No
pets.
$750/mo
$750/dep
436-5085
OR
FOR
RENT
SALEPIRATES Cove
3BR, 2BA $500/mo.
$500/dep No pets
354-6382
MSU students wel3BR, 1 BA,
come
C/H/A,
detached
garage, W/D included.
1 year lease, no pets.
lmi West of Murray city
limits on US 121 N.
$650/mo. $650/security deposit. Call Judy @
270-753-1718

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S.4TH ST.
of 121 s & Glendale.
(
10110 $25 10x15 $40
12701 436-2524
12701 293-6906

1997 Clayton 16x80,
38R, 2BA, vinyl siding,
shingle roof, excellent
conon.
270-489-2525

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

Chuck I& Anne Hoke
MILaw-ir-azirs.„ KAEse-wIltamimalclir
All

n

eed Jornewhere

your „star

We Offer:
•All Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• Climate Control

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
812 Whitnell

ommercial Prop.
For Sale
Commercial Building
large parking lot, stor
age building & land.
814 Coldwater Rd. For
sale or rent.
270-489-2598 or
270-227-1118

390
livestock & Supplies
Need hay cut
705-2274

Niturray Ledger & Times Fair
Housing Act Notice

All real estate advertised herein
ubiect to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which makes it
illegal to advertise any pretir
once, limitation or discnmina(ion based on race, color. religion, set, handicap. familial status or nahonal origin. or intention to make any such prefer.
ernes limitations or discrimination.
State laws fisrbid discrimination
in the sale, rental or advertising
or real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law.
We will knowingli, accept am,
advertising for rear estate which
is not in violation of the law All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportunity basis
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P. Milam,1703)648-11100.

Beautiful brick home,
2,000sqtt, 3BR, 3BA, 2
car garage, carport,
3acres, lake, 4MI to
Murray. $249.000.00.
731-247-6193

reduced
HOUSE
$149,900
93 Clayton Rd.
2.5 story house with
barn on 7.5 acres Call
293-7252 to view.

470
Motorcycles & ATV's
Sottail
HD
1995
Springer. S8,100. xtra
chrome, very good
condition, garage kept.
293-1586
490
Used Cars

293-7872

NEW Listing
3BR, 2BA
Energy Efficient
270-210-3781
270-559-2032

Weve moved to town.
For sale two story
home. 38R, 1BA on 4
acres nestled between
Wild Cat Recreation
Area and Irvin Cobb
Resort. $64,000.00.
270-293-5587

Mini Farm Settings - Hionreassitess
Majestic Horne P'llo.s Tenant Houses
Income 1ProcIalCi no Fawns I-a rid
Tlheet Best Of Dannallopnrieint Potential

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance
hollandmotorsales.com
270-753-4461

227-0587
All Carpentry Const.
additons.
Remodel,
decks, vinyl siding,
home/ mobile home
repair.
Larry Nimmo
753-0353
All Carpentry &
Handyman Service
Over 25 years. Call
Don, Murray area
519-8570.

2BR, IBA on.68 aces
in Lynn Grove, C/H/A.
399 Rayburn Rd. 46K.
Call Katie
812-343-6978
4BR, 2BA. 2.000SOFT,
quiet neighborhood. 2
town.
from
miles
$145,000. 293-0933

1 15% Down Day Of Sale Bataan la 30Oes For All Tracts Except Tract 9
Tract 9 - $75,0000 Ilava, Mance In 30 Days

R. CASH
JAMES& REAL
ESTATE BROKER Jr"
joi 7-4‘6 AUCTIONEER KY- 270-623-8466
RI"

'

FANCY FARM,

RU

"THE SELLING MACHINE"

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Res.. Corn., & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

530
Services Offered

Services Offered

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

TRAVIS
ASPHALT

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
ADAMS Home
Improvement
Additions, Remodeling,
Roofing. Vinyl Siding,
Laminate
Floors.
Repairs, workers comp
Insured.
227-2617.

Pa,ing. Scalcoating
& Hauling
TONS''URA% IS

270-753-2279
From Drywall &
Painting to
Bathrooms &
Kitchens
Decks to Fencing.
We Do 11 All!
No Job To Small'
270-873-9916
or visit our website
kentuckylake
remodeling.com
F FREE ESTIMATES

ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Pumping,
excavator, back hoe,
hauling. Accept major
credit cards. 978-0343.

EDWARDS
PLUMBING
Plumbing Repair
& Service
18 Years Experience
Senior & Military
Discounts
Licensed & Insured
270-906-2072
270-293-5509
David K. Edwards

LEARN TO FLY
in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
'Flight Review
*Discovery Flight

(270)873-2098
(270)925-5387
CHASE Futrell LawnCare. 8yrs. exp.
293-8814

Out &
Ke

Mil ar r- war y, Keeomit Da41ic y
In Murray At The Intersection Of 16th Street And Main. Take 16th Street
South 1 Mile To Wisewell Road,"Hwy 1550". Proceed On Southwest 1 Mile!

zire-i-zeice--imilir-_-$1.111.11

JD 6420 MFY/D Tractor, 1600 Hrs. Power Quad, Lett Hand Reverser w/640 Self
Leveling Loader. 3 Remotes, 18.4-38 R1 Rubber, 13.9-28 R1 Fronts. Front Fenders
Air Comfort Seat,8 Front Wts, Quick Hitch. SN V331673• Quick Attach Pallet Forks
• JD 4400 HST Utility 4x4 Tractor. 1200 Hrs w/430 Loader. 3 Pt Hitch. Rear & Mid
Mount Hydraulics. Mid & Rear PTO. Turf Tires. SN H146258• JD 272 3 Pt Grooming
Mower • JD 72 Belly Mower • JD 455 Diesel Lawn Mower. 1150 Hrs w/60" Mulcher
Deck. SN C070790 • Woods F21D MowNMachine Diesel Lawn Mower, 1670 Hrs,
MX61 Front Deck, Vac Attachments • JO 3 Pt MX6 3 Pt Cutter • Rhino SR15
Hydraulic Fold Cuter • Kuhn EL 50N 3Pt Tiller • Bush Hog LLR-72 3 Pt Root Rake
• Bush Hog S8X720 Box Blade 6'• Gardner-Denver Diesel Engine Compressor. 190
CFM-100 PSI. Single Axle • Bumper Tow w/Sand Blasting Attachment • 28 Blade
Cutting Disc. 11'• 1100 Gal Fuel Trailer w112 volt Pump,On JO 1065 4 Wheel
Gear • JD 10 Shank 3 Pt Chisel Plow • 5 Tine 3 Pt Ripper •7 1/2' Double Cultipacker
• 2 Axle Heavy Duty 18' Bumper Hitch Trailer • Single Axle 8' Bumper Hitch Trailer
• Golf Cart Trailer • 48" And 24" Lawn Rollers • 200 Gal Poly Tank • 26 Gal Fence
Row Sprayer • Log Splitter • Large Shop Air Compressor • Miller 225 Thunder Bolt
Welder • Hand Tools • Mechanic Tools • Tool Cabinets • Shop Accessories
180' Free Standing Tubular Radio Tower. Coax, Antenna
E-Z Go Electric Golf Cart w/Utility Bed Box
Complete Settlement Day Of Sale... Bank Letters A Must
Illrasalt - wArrrow‘ow-ilainruessit-4=aniasliu- CZMIflra
11:10fir IPPOicalltamr-terts Mr. DDrealtaillear I II

R., CASH
JAMES& REAL
-v
ESTATE BROKER ,j•i
‘,,..--1 71.5 AUCTIONEER
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Along Edinborough To County Cork Drive
Tract 9 - 18.02 Acres "Majestic Hoke Home"
Six Bedrooms - Seven & One-Half Baths "See Color Ad"
Tract 10- 12.81 Acres

753-9562
.ww.hilIclectric.corn
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

•Tn

Along Wiswell Road "Hwy 1550" To
Tract 4 - 7.76 Acres - Tract 7 - 5.94 Acres
Tract 5 - 1.06 Acres With
A 2 Bedroom Brick Home
Tastefully Decorated, Recent New Kitchen...Neat!
Tract 6 - .957 Acres With
A 3 Bedroom, 2 Bath Frame Home
Tastefully Decorated, Has An Upstairs...Neat!
Tract 8 - 6.40 Acres - With A Nice Barn!
A Two Level 50 x 100 Steel & Wood Structure
Tract 11 - 8.99 Acres

Services Offered

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates.
SBG Real Property
Professionals

21LEI= W.- EIIM Mr.
/

Take Rugby Drive To Enter Tract 12 - 7.63 Acres
Take Melrose Drive To Enter Tract 13 - 10.49 Acres

Ave.• 753-3853

460
Homes For Sale

MIN:10

In 13 Tracts And In Combinations
Crave or Ciallawoarzejr Casasesty's lz"Irst3.ist 1

Along Johnny Robertson Road Enter The Property
By Quail Creek Dr To Tract 1 - 14.80 Acres
Falwell Dr To Tract 2- 14.79 Acres & Tract 3 - 20.05 Acres

All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
.Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

FUT
TREE

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E

Store

270-

NO MINIMUMS! NO RESERVATIONS!
Sabel:lay, October INN Al 1000 A. M.

• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St
Lights. Electricity. and 24/7 Surveillance

NORTH WOOD
STORAGE
1302 Hillwood Dr
•6x20
•6X24
•10X20
•10X24
(270) 978-1107
(270) 978-1109

460
Horne For Sale
-RENT TO OWN**
3I3R. 2BA on extra
land. $3,950.00 down,
$495/mo. Murray and
Hardin area.
615-397-3171

(SELLING AT ABSOLUTE AUCTION)

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations

NEW apartment in
Hazel. $550.00/mo. [CalProp. For Rent
plus deposit all utilities
included.
RETAIL Store in Hazel.
270-492-8211
+/-.
SF
5000
$750.00/month.
2BR
Duplex
Nice
270-492-8211
1.5BA garage, W/D,
allow indoor pets. Lynn
380
$675.00/mo.
grove
Pets& Supplies
270-227-1743
NOW LEASING
DOG Obedience
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
(270)436-2858
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Special needs bob tail
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
7wk kitten with 3 legs.
902 Northwood Dr
Shots, wormed. $50
Monday.
adoption fee
Wednesday, Friday.
(270)978-6404
Phone 759-4984.

APPIluice

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

Home Delivery
Local Mail
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Worm's Turf, inc:
7046 State Route 94 West
Murray, KY. 42071
mow,

270-435-4083
Fn. 10 Lm.

Farm Pick Up

— Fri. 9 a.m.

Delivered or

-

9a.m.

C,allirnore Electrical Contractors, EU

Wed. 12 pm.
Jeremy Workman
cell 270-978-7812

• Thur. 12 p.m.
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Conceptis SudoKu

Comiserelal/lisslisotial
lames C. Gallows

Richard Price
cell.270-293-8035

Tue. lp.m.

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
•Tnmming
•Removal
•Stump Gnnding
•Firewood
*Insured
(270)489-2839

HAI I'S WASTE
MAN V.1 MINT

45 tears Expertente

• weekly & special pickups
• locally owned/operated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
ML Garage Doors
repair,
Installation,
maintenance on doors
and operators
270-293-2357

Sudan)is a number-04one puzzle basso on a 9x9
with
given numbers The object is to piece the numbers 1109
My
in
empty equates so that each row each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once The defacully level
at the concepts Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday

SUDOKU

PAINTER NEEDED?
30 yrs. expenence
Intenor/Extenor
No job too big
or too small
1531 W Broadway,
Mayfield, KY

270-247-7589
270-804-9155

Visit Our Showroom
641 South 1.5 miles to
403 Tom Taylor Trail
753-7728
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Wood siding
Brick •
Docks • v.
(270)227-6160

MITCHELL'S
LAWN &
LANDSCAPIN
Dirt Work
Dozer Work
Tractor Work
Bush Hogging
227-0906
FiLL EST1M4TES

TREE Service
Tree Removal
Trimming
Stump Grinding
& More
Fully Insured
270-210-6267
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YEARRY'S
Service and mowing
Licensed and insured
24 hour emergency
assistance Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267
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Call us we will
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Reopening of Otter Creek recently announced
It
was somewhat of a makeover under
good news a the direction of the Kentucky
few months Department of Fish and Wildlife
back when Resources. Although there will
the reopen- be lots for visitors to do at Otter
ing of Otter Creek, renting cabins or the conCreek was ference center will not be among
them. The disrepair of both will
announced.
The be addressed down the road.
2,155-acre
An existing YMCA camp
Out & About park, locat- will be retained via a long-term
... Kentucky ed in Meade lease, and an RV campground
County, was on the property is expected to
Style
owned by reopen in the near future.
By Gary P.
Previously there had been 25
the city of
West
Louisville miles of biking and horse trails
Syndicated
and as a and they have remained intact.
Columnist
serious cost- Fishing and hunting will be persaving measure closed by mitted in the recreational area,
Mayor Jerry Abramson in 2009 along with archery and shooting
when it had become an obvious ranges .Otter Creek itself winds
financial burden to Louisville along the eastern side of the
park and a scenic overlook on
tax payers.
Photo provided
But now after some back and the northern side offers a view Fly fishing is One of the many things that families enjoy at Otter
forth negotiations the park has of a bend in the Ohio River as Creek.
opened under a new name with well as the Indiana side.
Otter Creek came into exis- donated some 1,8(X) acres to Later 2(X) more acres were purnew management.
Outdoor tence when in 1947 the U.S. Louisville in recognition of the chased to complete the park.
Creek
Otter
Recreation Area has undergone Department of the Interior city's service in World War II.

According to Fish and
Wildlife the slightly more than
1,800 acres will be given to the
state while the 200 acres will be
purchased from the city.
For sure Otter Creek will be a
work in progress and perhaps it
can be restored to its glory days.
Park users can expect a user fee
in order to help offset upgrades
and assure its future. Currently
fees are set at $3 a day and for
an additional $7 per day visitors
can partake in the archery and
shooting ranges. Children 12
and under are admitted free,
while a $30 per-person annual
pass is available. Of course the
biggest change of all will be the
addition of hunting at the facility.
Otter Creek will now be promoted by the state of Kentucky
as adventure tourism and will be
open year-round during daylight
hours Wednesday through
Sunday.
In the future expect to see

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for
Wednesday,Oct. 5, 2011:
This year. you juggle a relaxed,
let-it-be attitude with a need to
break free from the status quo.
No one really likes change, and
you are no exception. Once you
get going, you could be difficult
to contain. You will tend to go
overboard. Knowing when to
call it quits could be more
important than you realize. If
you are single. the unexpected
defines your meeting with a very
special person. Excitement
always will surround this relationship. This person could go in
and out of your life, perhaps
because of his or her work. If
you are attached, the two of you
might find spontaneity playing a
bigger role in your life. You'll
revitalize your bond with this
energy. AQUARIUS always is
fun to he around.

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Others continue to
dominate in a manner that might
surprise you. If you know what
you want, you might want to
make a suggestion in that direction. At a later point, you can do
exactly what you desire. Tonight:
Go for it!
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Notice what is going
on around you this morning. Be
willing to forge ahead in a new
direction. You'll feel much better
on this new course, though there
is an element of insecunty and
excitement. Trust your instincts.
Tonight: Defer to a loved one.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Plug some of that good
spirit into your morning activities.
This afternoon, you become far
more somber and serious. You
have the capacity to get a lot
done, and quickly at that. Make
extra time for yourself. Tonight:
You're focused on the matter at
hand.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Focus on your personal
pnorities in the morning. Once
you clear your head, you'll be
able to concentrate with greater
ease. Others appreciate your
lightness, wit and ability to make
them feel better, even in the
work arena. Tonight: Try something frisky.
SCORPIO(Oct 23-Nov. 21)
**** Keep communicating the
bottom line this morning.
Someone will get it. Complete all
your interpersonal dealings by
noon, if possible. You will need
to pull back in the afternoon, perhaps to do research or just to

songwriter Kathleen Steadman
tival.
Special to the Lodger
The Marshall County Kids followed by Nashville singing
Aurora, Ky. — Everyone is
invited to come out and enjoy Fire Safety House is expected to duo The 26th of May. Following
be Paducah's
will
the 34th Annual Aurora Country be open for the kids to explore them
and learn at the Aurora Visitor Alternative Christian group
Festival.
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Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** You might feel as if you
are going to run into the same
drudgery as you have in recent
days. But you get a delightful
surprise! Others attitudes could
change, and you respond in
kind. Let it all hang out. Tonight:
Get together with friends.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Use the a.m. for communicating. You might be surprised
by what comes up for you in the
middle of a conversation. Know
how important it is to focus on a
project. A surprise insight points
to a better method. Tonight:
Burning the candle at both ends.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Listen to what an
informed associate shares this
morning. Whether you agree or
like what you are hearing is irrelevant. You might be inspired to
do your own research later in the
day. Understand your limits.
Tonight: Take off ASAP.

Gary P. West can be
at
reached
west1488@insightbb.com.

by Jacqueline Mat

Horoscope

Aurora Country Festival
to be held Oct. 7-9

more and more things add4d
such as a zip line, rappelling,
rock climbing.and canoeing. Ifs
a given that plenty of educatioial and entertainment offerings
for both children and adults will
be on the agenda.
It has been reported that trout
stockings will continue as
before and deer quota hunts will
be implemented. Turkeys and
squirrels are also being talked
about.
The designated Recreation
Area will be the first for the state
in contrast to the other 70
wildlife management areas
which focus mostly on fishing
and hunting.
Anyone interested in more
information about Otter Creek
at
park
the
call
can
502.942.9171.
Get up. get out and get going!

handle an issue. Tonight: Your
home is your castle.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** You might want to continue down a certain path, but it is
clear that you need to rethink
your finances. An extravagant
tendency emerges. Go with creativity and an unusual idea
Tonight: A midweek get-together.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Use the morning to the
max. Someone approaches you.
expressing his or her authentic
feelings. You can hardly be anything but flattered. In this mood,
you decide to let go of patterns,
and indulge and treat others.
Tonight: Enjoy going out.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Move through the morning with discretion. Your energy
soars as your charisma magnetizes others. Decide to do only
what you want and what is
important. You'll find that others'
responses could be surprising.
Tonight: Go full speed ahead.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Listen to news that
comes through a friend or a
meeting. Your first reaction might
not be your final one. You will be
going through many different
perspectives as you try to
reframe what is happening.
Tonight: Play it low-key.
BORN TODAY

Singer, socialite Nicky Hilton
(1983), actress Kate Winslet
(1975)
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at www.jacquellnebigar.com.

IGHtlEETEllitIGS
If you are a NEVVCCIMER
to IsAurray/Callovvay

Call SYLVIA SANERT
AT (270) 227-5456
OR 759-9216
COMMUNITY GREETING SERVICE
FOR A SPECIAL WELCOME
We want to bring you gifts from many of our businesses and
professional people. It's their way of saying, "We are glad you
hayed moved to Murray-Calloway County."
We have been welcoming NEWCOMERS
since /946 almost 60 years!
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
On Tuesday, the Murray State
University Faculty Senate passed
two resolutions: one vowing to
"work with Dr. F. King Alexander for the betterment of the university," and the other condemning "the process used by the
board of regents in selecting the
university's next president."
Murray scored highest in the
region at the midway point for
the Kentucky Core Content Test
Scores. The total district score
was 80.4.
Serving as officers of the Sigma
Department of the
Murray
Woman's Club are Catherine
Sivills. vice chairman; Sarah Curd,
chairman: Jennifer Waldrop, secretary; and Lee Ann Taylor, treasurer.
Twenty years ago
Benton's Sun Up Foods Inc.
will be managed by a newlyformed corporation owned by Jim
Smith despite objections by the
company's founders, according to
published, report.
The number of Americans filing new claims for unemployment benefits fell by 10,000 by
the third week of September, the
government reported today.
Chelsea Ann Watkins won
"Youngest Camper Award" at
Campers Fair at Piney Campground in Land Between the Lakes
at the weekend of Sept. 20-22.
The Murray High Tiger and Lady
Tiger golf teams swept a trimatch with Fulton and Calloway
Wednesday at the Murray Country Club.
Thirty years ago
A change in votes from Calloway County enabled Gregory
Higdon, Fancy Farm, to receive
the Democratic nomination for
First District state senator over
Mancil Vinson, Murray.
Aspartame, a new sugar substitute, was approved by the Food
and Drug Administration in July
as a sweetener for table use and
in certain packaged foods.
Recently reported births include

a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Curtis
Tucker; and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. John Witham.
Forty years ago
Kathy Jo Stubblefield, daughter and Mr. and Mrs. Billy Joe
Stubblefield, was crowned 1971
District Dairy Princess at a contest at the West Kentucky Rural
Electric Cooperative Corporation,
Mayfield.
Recently reported births include
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Michael
Holiday; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Peery; a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. John Mannino; a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Michael Keel; and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Wilton CherrY.
Bobby Spiceland, Noel Smith,
Kim Puckett and Mr. and Mrs.
Danny Bazzell were elected as
officers of the New Providence
Riding Club.
Fifty years ago
One of the greatest athletes ever
to attend Murray State College,
Joe Fulks, was honored at the
half-time of the St. Louis HawksCincinatti Royals professional basketball game at the Murray State
College Sports Arena, according
to Frank Ryan, a member of the
Backboard Club's Pro-game committee.
Recently reported births include
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Ken
Nichols; and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Johnn Williams.
Sixty years ago
Officers of the Hazel High
School Parent-Teacher Association were Carmon Parks, Mrs. J.
Robert Taylor, Mrs. Billy Joe
Strader and Mrs. Adolphus Myers.
Recently reported births include
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. J.C. Phillips;
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. John
Canup; and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. E.G. Chapman.
Officers of the Tri-Hi-Y Club
of Murray Training School were
Shirley Cross, Lavenia Jones, Marilyn Swann, Ann Farmer, Ruth
Rowland, Pat Farley and Jeanette
Huie.

DEAR ABBY: 1 wonder how
many women feel just like me. I
spent the best years of my life
married to an abuser and cheater,
raising three children who were
my world.
Now, as I approach my twilight years, I
have a sick
husband who
needs my care
and three children who are
self-sufficient,
successful and
self-serving. I
feel used by
all of them. I
hear
from
them
only
By Abigail
when
they
need me to
Van Buren
baby-sit, provide a shoulder to cry on during
breakups, etc.
My husband is a sick old man
who appears to be headed toward
dementia, and I can't find the
courage to walk away. I don't
know what you can do for me
because I know I'm only one of
millions of women in the same
position: We can't afford a divorce;
we want to remain a part of our
children's lives; yet we yearn to
give our love to those who can
return it and appreciate the loving, competent women we are.
What are your thoughts on this?
-- LEFT BEHIND
DEAR LEFT BEHIND: Your
family is not going to change. If
you want change in your life, you
will have to create it for yourself. Accept that you have been
partly to blame for your current
situation. You tolerated the abuse
and cheating and focused so much
attention on your children that
they grew up thinking you would
jump when they snapped their fingers.
If you want to be appreciated, stop acting like a martyr and
make yourself less available to
all of them. Use the time to carve
out an identity of your own before
it's too late. Donate some of that

Dear Abby

"empty" time to charities you
believe in or causes you care
about, and you will be appreciated. And while you're at it, talk
to a lawyer and find out what
your options are. You may find
you're not as trapped as you think.
DEAR ABBY: Our three grandchildren have come to live with
us because their mother got mixed
up with drugs and their father
died. The middle boy, "Clay," is
such a picky eater, it borders on
an eating disorder. He is 11,
weighs 60 pounds and is skeletal to look at. He is the smallest
child in his grade. He will eat
chicken, potatoes, rice, some cereal and peanut butter sandwiches.
One day he will like something,
the next he won't. We have caught
him making himself vomit after
we have insisted he eat something.
We have tried not making a
big issue about it, saving his plate
for the next meal, making him
sit at the table until he has eaten
everything and had him see a
psychologist for a year. Clay is
a sweet, engaging child who has
convinced two psychologists there
is nothing wrong.
We know this is the way he
has some control over his life,
but we are fearful for his health
and happiness. We have tried counseling in this community of limited mental health resources. Any
suggestions? -- IN A FOOD FIGHT
IN ARKANSAS
DEAR IN A FOOD FIGHT:
Yes. Stop turning mealtime into
a battleground. Take Clay back
to his pediatrician and find out
whether or not his physical development falls into the range of
normal. Explain that the boy is
living on protein,starches and carbs
and ask what supplemental vitamins he should take for his health.
So far, all you have accomplished has been to make your
grandson associate mealtime with
punishment, and that isn't conducive to anyone's health and happiness -- not his and not yours.
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Tracy," created by Chester Gould,
made its debut.
In 1951,the MGM movie musical "An American in Paris," starring Gene Kelly and Leslie Caron,
had its U.S. premiere.
In 1957, the Space Age began
as the Soviet Union launched Sputnik 1, the first artificial satellite,
into orbit.
In 1959, the Soviet Union
launched Luna 3, a space probe
which transmitted images of the
far side of the moon.
In 1970, rock singer Janis
Joplin, 27, was found dead in her

Hollywood hotel room.
In 1991, 26 nations, including
the United States, signed the
Madrid Protocol, which imposed
a 50-year ban on oil exploration
and mining in Antarctica.
Ten years ago: Barry Bonds
of the San Francisco Giants hit
his 70th home run to tie Mark
McGwire's 1998 record in a 102 victory over the Houston Astros.
Rickey Henderson homered to pass
Ty Cobb and become baseball's
career leader in runs scored with
2246 during San Diego's 6-3 win
over Los Angeles.
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DUDE, YOU'RE NOT GONNA,‘
LNE/ COME BACK WITH
A GUN OR ANYTHING,
ARE YOU?
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You can also get prescription contact lenses that correct
the vision in one eye for reading and in the other for distance. This technique is called
monovision. Multifocal contact
lenses are another choice. Like
bifocals, trifocals and progressive lenses, these contact lenses can improve both your distance vision and near vision.
Drugstores and many supermarkets now sell off-the-rack
reading glasses at different magnifications. Some look quite
jazzy, and they tend to be less
expensive than prescription
glasses. So my patients often
ask me what's wrong with just
buying them, instead of seeing an eye doctor. I tell them
that sometimes the correction
that seems to work in the drug
store isn't really right, and that
can strain your eyes.
There's an even more important reason to have regular eye
exams. Eye conditions such as
glaucoma can damage your eyes
without your noticing -- until
it's too late to avoid permanent damage. Ask your doctor
how often you should see an
ophthalmologist or other eye
care professional. The answer
varies depending on your age,
health, vision problems and
family history.
Also, any person's vision is
likely to change over time.
Usually the changes are subtle, and you don't notice them
at first. For example, I wear
reading glasses, and last week
I noticed that I wasn't seeing
as clearly out of my right eye.
Th.': left was fine. And when
my glasses were checked 18
months ago, my right eye was
fine, too. But not anymore. I'm
seeing the eye doctor next week.
Maybe the lens in my right
eye has gotten stiffer, or developed cataracts. The only way
to know the problem, and fix
it, is to get an eye exam.
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Unrefined
Hollywood bunch
Grows weary
Bath need
Beams
Director Burton
Imitating
Salon stuff
In the buff
Showy parrot
Texas player
Heredity units
Publicity act
Buddy
Golf goal
Tiny worker
Put off
Critic's annual list
Gaming spot
Cruise ship
Gushing review
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Signer's need
Verb for you
Carnival city
Central
High card
Was ahead
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33

line telephone from falling off
your shoulder: 1 use a thick rubber band and wrap it twice or as
needed around the telephone receiver where I place it on my shoulder.
It feels more comfortable, and
it is easier to talk. This way, the
telephone will not slide off your
shoulder and fall! -- Anna R., via
email
Good hint, hut please,'hot while
driving! -- Heloise
AVOID EXTRA CHARGES
Dear Heloise: I just read your
hint on renting a car, asking for
discounts, etc. I'd like to add that
you should take pictures around
the whole car as well before you
leave with it the day you pick it
up. Write down any scratches outside, dents. etc., also inside with
time and date. This is so they
can't claim damages when you
return it when there aren't any. - Nancy T., via email
Send a money-saving or timesaving hint to Heloise, P.O. Box
795000, San Antonio, TX 782795000, or you cati fax it to 1210-HELOISE or e-mail it to
Heloise@Heloise.com. I can't
answer your letter personally but
will use the best hints received
in my column.
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Gem units
Without a date
Slow tempo
Odometer unit
Beastly spirit guide
Neighbor of Tibet
Wrestling spots
Gunpowder holders
Physics amount
Pre-euro Spanish coin
Play part
Pop
Convent occupant
Ford's successor
Dollar division
Sweater material
Final
Louvre locale
Sociable sort
Buffalo's lake
City of canals
Light gas
Ate away
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YOU NEED
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Dr. Komareff
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WHAT'S THE BIG PEAL, SIR?
WE HAVE TWO PRINK 912E5,
MEDIUM AND LARGE. I PONT
SEE A PROBLEM WITH THAT.

DEAR DOCTOR K: I am
starting to have trouble with
my vision, especially when I'm
reading. I just can't seem to
focus on the words as well as
I once did.
But
I've
heard that
wearing
glasses to
help
me
read
will
make
my
eyesight
worse.
Is
that true?
DEAR
READER:
By
You can rest
Dr. Anthony
easy. GlassKomaroff
es
won't
make your
eyesight worse. They will make
it easier for you to enjoy reading, though.
Many people start having
trouble reading in their mid-40s.
That's because of a condition
called presbyopia (prez-beeOH-pee-ah), in which the lens
of the eye has more trouble
focusing on things. The closer the object, the more the
lens has to flex so that you
can see it clearly. With presbyopia, the lens slowly grows
larger, thicker and less flexible.
I often tell patients to try
this simple test. Hold a book
about 6 inches in front of one
eye (use a ruler). Odds are
good that the print is blurry.
That's because your lens can't
flex enough.
You have several options
for correcting presbyopia. The
most common remedy is reading glasses. If you already wear
glasses to see things in the
distance more clearly, talk to
an optometrist or ophthalmologist about bifocals, trifocals
or progressive lenses. All of
these types of glasses work
for both distance vision and
reading.

best for your vehicle. -- Heloise
OCTANE
TWO HINTS
EXPLAINED
Dear Heloise: I've been a very
Dear
Readers: Do longtime reader of your mom's
you get con- columns, and of yours. I love your
fused about hints, have learned a lot through
OCTANE the years, and I never miss your
RATINGS column in The Daily Courier
when pulling (Prescott, Ariz.).
I learned that our newspaper
into the filling station? carriers have to pay for their own
It's pretty sim- plastic bags and rubber bands. I
ple, really. According to the Fed- save all the bags and rubber bands
Commission in one of the newspaper plastic
eral
Trade
(wwvvitc.gov), the octane rating bags,and about twice a year I return
is simply a gauge to prevent "engine them to the carriers. They are
knock," which COULD affect the grateful to be able to save a few
of their hard-earned dollars.
engine wear of your car.
You've probably seen the octane (Heloise here: Only return sleeves
ratings on the gas pumps on bold that are in good condition.)
My second tip is about a steelyellow stickers. Regular gas (usually an octane rating of 87) is wool soap pad. Did you know it
the least-expensive grade of gas, will not rust if, when you are
and is fine for most cars. Cer- through using one for a job, you
tain high-end and sporty models rinse it lightly, squeeze and knead
may benefit from a higher-octane the steel-wool pad a bit until it
is good and foamy, then put it
gasoline.
Keep in mind that when it on a plastic lid or bag to dry?
comes to gas, the higher the octane. This works to prevent rust as long
the higher the price. Why pay as there still is soap to suds up
more for gas than you need to? the pad. -- Victoria, via email
NO SLIP
Also, octane ratings may vary by
Dear Heloise: I would like to
state.
Always read your owners man- share an easy and inexpensive way
ual to find which grade of gas is to keep your cell phone or land-

tr.*
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eyesight worse?

Hints From Niels°

By the Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. Oct. 4, the
277th day of 2011. There are 88
days left in the year.
Today's Highlights in History:
On Oct. 4, 1861. during the
Civil War. the United States Navy
authorized construction of the first
ironclad ship.
On this date:
In 17/7. Gen. George Washington's troops launched an assault
on the British at Germantown,
Pa., resulting in heavy American
casualties.
In 1931, the comic strip "Dick
E3

Do reading glasses make

Reflective older wife yearns
to be loved and appreciated

Today in History
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2011 LEACHMAN BUICK-GMC-CADILLAC/KHSAA STATE GOLF
CHAMPIONSHIPS

Now's the time
Racer Sports in

Racers
looking for
comeback in
Invitational
MURRAY STATE
THREE SHOTS BEHIND
LIPSCOMB
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Connor Wagner, seen here playing a shot in the regional championship last week, will look to play an impactful role on
the regional runner-up Laker
team today and Wednesday. Calloway will have their work cut out for them in the event.

LAKERS TRAVEL TO BOWLING GREEN LOOKING TO
MAKE SOME NOISE IN THE STATE TOURNAMENT
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Calloway's Daniel Harper will look to shoulder a heavy
load if the Lakers hope to be successful.

By GREG WADDELL
Assistant Sports Editor
After a season's worth of
preparation and hard work, the
Calloway County boy's golf
team will earn their due
rewards this morning as they
take the course in the 2011
Leachman
Buick-GMCCadillac/KHSAA State Golf
Championships.
Facing off against the best in
the state. Calloway will have its
work cut out for it after an
impressive regular season was
capped off by a runner-up finish
in regional competition last
week.
That said, Laker head coach
Steve Smith noted the event is
something unlike anything else.
His boys got a taste of that
Monday, when they took on the
course in Bowling Green in the
practice round. Unlike a week
ago when they were battling the
iveather, Smith said the course
yesterday was in perfect condition. Maybe a little too perfect,
in fact.
"(The round) went pretty
well but the greens were pretty
fast," Smith said. "They're pretty hard and pretty fast and that's
gonna make this course pretty
tough. I think, they were rolling
about a 12 on the stint meter
which is a lot faster that any-

thing we've played throughout
the course of the year. It makes
it more difficult chipping than
anything else so hitting greens
will be pretty important. I
thought we hit the ball pretty
well (on Monday). We didn't hit
enough greens in the practice
round (and) I don't know what
was causing that. It was pretty
windy out there but it wasn't
overly bad. We're going to have
to hit more greens (today) if we
want to post any kind of score."
That will become all the
more important for the squad as
Smith said one of their
strengths is play around the
green. He was cautiously optimistic though, saying the state
championship takes on a whole
new level of pressure.
"One of our strengths, I feel
like, is our play around the
green. (and) getting up and
down for par because we don't
hit a ton of greens in regulation," Smith said, "but I've said
it before and I'll say it again: it's
a lot easier getting up and down
for par when you're playing at
Oaks Country Club or Miller or
someplace like that on a
Tuesday afternoon in a ninehole match than it is getting up
and down on these greens that
are rolling a 12 in the state tournament. If we can hit greens

and try to stay below the holes
as much as possible that will
help."
They will try to do so though
against a field Smith says is one
of the deepest in a few years.
He added that a few teams,
including some familiar to the
Lakers, will be looked to as the
early favorites. But, as Lone
Oak showed in the regional
tournament last week, all it
takes is a good round to thrust
yourself into contention.
"In my opinion. I think the
field is pretty deep this year,"
Smith said. "It will be tougher
to make the cut on teams this
year than in some others. There
are a handful of teams. I think,
that a lot of people are picking
to win it including West
Jessamine, Madison Central,
St. Mary and probably St.
Xavier. No one has been saying
much
about
(Lexington
Christian Academy) this year
but they've played pretty well
on this course in the past.
(Also), Corbin has a really
strong team but outside of that I
don't know."
But what about Calloway
County? Smith said he feels his
team fits somewhere in the
middle.
•See STATE, 10

NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE
9

ESPN pulls intro after Williams'
comparison of Obama to Hitler

10

20

John Raoux Associated Press
38

39

ESPN is pulling Williams' classic intro song from Its
broadcast of Monday night's NFL game after the country
singer used an analogy to Adolf Hitler in discussing
President Barack Obama.

Associated Press
BRISTOL. Conn. (AP) —
ESPN pulled Hank Williams
Jr.'s classic intro song from its
broadcast of Monday night's
NFL game after the country
singer famous for the line
"Are you ready for some football?" used an analogy to
Adolf Hitler in discussing
President Barack Obama.
In an interview Monday
morning on Fox News'"Fox &
Friends," Williams, unprompt-

ed. said of Obama's outing on
the links with House Speaker
John Boehner: "It'd be like
Hitler playing golf with
(Israeli
Prime
Minister
Benjamin) Netanyahu."
Asked to clarify. Williams
said, "They're the enemy,"
adding that by "they" he
meant Obama and Vice
President Joe Biden.
Anchor Gretchen Carlson
later said to him, "You used
the name of one of the most

hated people in all of the
world to describe, I think, the
president." Williams replied,
"Well, that is true. But I'm
telling you like it is."
"While Hank Williams Jr. is
not an ESPN employee, we
recognize that he is closely
linked to our company
through the open to 'Monday
Night Football,'" the network
said in a statement. "We are
O See SONG, 10

Fran NSU Athistles
The Murray State men's golf
team will have to make a final
round comeback if they're to
keep their winning streak alit*
at the MSU invitational 01
Miller Memorial GC.
The Racers carded a second
round 287 to go with their monk
mg 285, but their 572 total is
three shots off leader Lipscomb
who had scores of 283-286=569.
The Racers have won all previous MSU Invitational titles
since the event was started in
2004.
Patrick Newcomb lead dOy
Racers with a spot in third pl
in the field of 75 players
scores of 68-7138, w
William Hunt moved up to si
place with scores of 74-69.1
Hunter York was in 1 1 th pI
after scores of 71-74=145, wh
Wade Thompson had a spot
23rd place with scores of 714
75=147. Dustin Gosser was is
47th place with scores of 78.
74=-152.
MSU's second team was in
12th place tied with Lewis with
scores of 306-206=612. Tylet
Brown led the way with scores
of 72-78=150 and shared a spot
in 38th place with teammate
Andrew Mitchell who carded
scores of 73-77.150. Travis
Thompson (82-74=156) was to
61st place with teammate
Chasten Howard (79-77=156).
Belmont had fourth place at
580, while UT Martin (584),
Tennessee Tech (584), Missouri
Baptist (586), Tennessee State
(590), Kentucky Wesleyan
(592), Union(TN) (594), UT
Martin B (604), Murray State B
(612) Lewis (612) and Brescia
(615)rounded out the rest of the
field.
Brett Barry of Union was the
36-hole leader after scoring the
low round of the day, a 7-underpar 64 in round two.
The course at Millet
Memorial is playing 6,601 yards
and to a par of 71.
The final round is set fot
Tuesday at 9 a.m.

Tennis
opens fall
season in
Chattanooga
CANTY ADVANCES TO
SEMIFINALS FOR
MURRAY STATE
Frio NW Mike
The Murray State women's
tennis team had a solid start to the
2011 Fall schedule at the
Annual Steve
hosted by UT
30-Oct 2 at alaratioris Courts
Chattanooga, Tenn.
The Racers were among
schools represented on
iromett's side of the
NM came out with
victories and two doubles *iris.
Junior Ashley Canty led
for MSU. advancing to
'finals of the Statics
and going 2-1
The
started
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, Haverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St.• Murray. KY .753-3415
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Prep Boys Soccer
Monday
Lone Oak 4 Graves Co 4
Tonight
Marshall Co at Henderson Co , 7 pm
Calloway Co at Heath, 7 17 p.m
Lone Oak at Murray 715 pm
Cak/well Co at Community Christian. 5
pm
Mayfield at Reidiand. 7 30 pm
Prep Girls Soccer
Monday
Murray 2, Hopkinsville 2
Tonight
Lone Oak at Marshall Co. 715 pm
Mayfield at Reidland 5 45 p.m.
Hopkinsville at Graves Co. 7:15 p.m.
Calloway Co at Caldwell Co., 7:15 p.m.
Prep Volleyball
Monday
Graves Co. 2.(25-23, 25-14), Murray 0

State Auto
Inswance

Mapr League Baseball
All Times CDT
DIVISION SERIES
(Best-of-5; x-if necessary/
American League
Detroit 2, New York 1
Monday. Oct 3 Detroit 5, New York 4
Tuesday, Oct 4 New York (Burnett 11 ill at Detroit (Porcello 14-9). 7 37 p
Texas 2, Tampa Bay 1
Monday Oct 3 Texas 4. Tampa Bay 3
Tuesday Oct 4 Texas (Harrison 14-9)
at Tampa Bay 11-iellickson 13-10). 1 -07
pm
National League
Philadelphia 1, St. Louis 1
Tuesday. Oct 4 Philadelphia (Name's
14-9) at St Louis (Garcia 13-7), 407
pm
Milwaukee 2, Arizona 0
Tuesday, Oct 4 Milwaukee (Marcum
13-7) at Arizona (Collmenter 10-10).
8 37 p m (TNT)

Vol. 1
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For the first time in six tries, the Murray Country Club took home the Senior Title over The Oaks Country Club
Sunday afternoon. They finished four and a half strokes over the second place team.

Murray Country Club steals Senior Title from Oaks
MURRAY, KY— The Murray
Country Club team won the
Senior Title Sunday, outpointing the Oaks Country Club, 34
1/2 to 30. The Miller Golf
Course team finished third with
7 1/2 points.
At the end of Saturday's
two-man scramble matches,
Murray Country Club led with
18 points. The Oaks had 16
points and Miller had 2.
For Murray Country Club,

•Song
From Page 9

TRIVIA
TUESDAY
7 pay/.

1/2 Price
Appetizers
Everyday
2 pm-6 pm

FREE
:APPETIZER'
I Excluding Sampler
I
I Platter A Super Nachos I

with Entree
' Purchase '
Dine-in Only
Not valid with any I
other offer I
I.

HAPPY
HOUR
Mon.-Sat.
2 pm-6 pm
SHOPPES OF MURRAY
(270) 762-0022

extremely disappointed with
his comments, and as a result
'we have decided to pull the
open from tonight's telecast."
Williams released a statement through his publicist,
saying: "Some of us have
strong opinions and are often
misunderstood. My analogy
was extreme — but it was to
make a point. I was simply
trying to explain how stupid it
seemed to me — how ludicrous that pairing was. They're
polar opposites and it made no
sense. They don't see eye-toeye and never will. I have
always respected the office of
the president."
ESPN did not say whether
the intro, synonymous with
"Monday Night Football"
since 1989, would be used
again after this week's ColtsBuccaneers game.
"Every time the media
brings up the tea party it's
painted as racist and extremists — but there's never a
backlash — no outrage to
those comparisons," Williams'
statement
continued.
"Working-class people are
hurting — and it doesn't seem
like anybody cares. When
both sides are high-fiving it on
the ninth hole when everybody else is without a job — it
makes a whole lot of us angry.
Something has to change. The
policies have to change."
ESPN covered the story
during "SportsCenter" and the
pregame show but did not
mention the song's absence at
the start of the game telecast
when fans would normally be
hearing "Are you ready for
some football?" Instead of a
music video, viewers just saw
clips of both teams and heard
a voice-over about the
matchup.
The song "All My Rowdy
Friends Are Here on Monday
Night" is a remixed version of
his 1984 hit "All My Rowdy
Friends are Coming Over
Tonight." The version won
Williams four Emmy Awards
in the early 1990s as the opening theme to "Monday Night
Football," then on ABC.

Selling At Absolute Auction

time the Murray County Club
team has won the Senior club
title. The Oaks had either won
or tied the previous six years.
Next year's Senior competition with the three golf clubs is
tentitively scheduled for early
October at the Miller Golf
Course, according to tournadirector
Chad
ment
Leatherwood. This year it was
played at the Murray Country
Club.

NBA season may come down to 'big day'
By BRIAN MAHONEY
Associated Press
NEW YORK (AP) — After
a lockout that has lasted more
than three months, whether the
NBA season starts on time
could come down to one "very
huge day" in labor talks.
Owners and players will be
back Tuesday for a full bargaining session, knowing if
they fail to produce results,
there may not be enough time
left to avoid canceling regularseason games.
"A lot of signs point to
tomorrow being a very huge
day," players' association president Derek Fisher of the
Lakers said. "There will be a
lot of pressure on all of us in
the room, and we'll accept that
responsibility and go in and
see what we can get worked

out."
The sides met in small
groups Monday for about five
hours, a session that Deputy
Commissioner Adam Silver
said was mainly about "setting
the table" for Tuesday. While
careful not to put too much
pressure on Tuesday's talks, he
and Commissioner David
Stern made clear there had to
be signs of compromise.
"Each side understands
exactly what's at stake and
where potentially there is
Movement in order to try to get
a deal done," Silver said. "I
mean, we can only say we're
running out of time so many
times.
"We both understand, that if
we don't make our best offers
in the next few days, we're
going to be at the point where

we're going to be causing dam- have been doing and see if we
age to the game, to ourselves, can come to a resolution."
and they're going to be out
The league locked out playpaychecks," he added.
The regular season is sched- ers on July 1 after the expirauled to open Nov. 1. Players tion of the old collective barwould have reported to traingaining agreement. Seeking
ing camps Monday, but those
significant
changes after saywere postponed and 43 preseason games scheduled for Oct. ing they lost $300 million last
9-15 were canceled last month. season, owners want a new
"We still are in the same
position that we all wish we salary cap structure and are
were starting training camp seeking to reduce the players'
today and we know a lot of our guarantee of basketball revfans in respective markets feel enues from 57 percent,
to perthe same way," Fisher said.
haps
50
percent
or
below.
"So we're going to continue to
,Fisher, who dadn't take
work at this until we can either
figure it out in a way that will questions, said the sides still
spare us all a lot of collateral
weren't close enough to be able
damage and games missed, or
to
talk about major progress,
not, but we're going to put the
effort and the time in as we but were aware of the calendar.
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•State
some teams but a veteran in some of the tournaments we
"I think if we play well we Calloway club that counts four have, hopefully, will alleviate
fit in the top half but, again, upperclassmen amonst its five some of the pressure on them.
we're going to have to play particpant shouldn't be too rat- Like today, getting out there on
well," he noted. "It wouldn't tled. Smith noted that Harper. the practice round and getting a
surprise me if we came out and McReynolds and Garrison have feel for the green is pretty
shot a 328 or 330 but it would- competed in the event before' important. Getting a feel for the
n't surprise me if we came out while Butler and Wagner have green and getting confident
and shot something down experience on the course as with their chipping and putting.
I think, once we get out there
around 310. If Daniel has a well.
"You've got three guys up and start playing and once they
good day and goes low and we
can follow that up with Hunter, here that have played it in the get three or four holes into it
if we get any kind of day out of last two years in Big Mac you're just playing a round of
Big Mac or Ryan or Connor I (Matt), Hunter and Daniel and golf and playing the course and
could see us getting down close that will help," Smith said. the butterflies just kind of go
to that 310 mark."Connor and Ryan got to play away."
As far as outside factors, the up here in an invitational earliStill, regardless of what happressure to perform may affect er this summer and just playing pens, Smith said it has been his
From Page 9
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From Page 9
1) to advance to the quarterfinals.
In the quarterfinals she defeated
Daniella Patton (Xavier), ranked
No. 3 in the flight, (1-6, 6-3, 1-0
(7)) to advance to the semifinals.
In the semifinals, Canty was then
defeated by Sara Lizarevic from
Stetson (6-4, 6-4).
Sophomore Carla Suga also
picked up a win in the Singles
Platinum Flight Consolation
round over Tamara Plocher (3-6,
7-5, 1-0 (7)) from Kennesaw

State. Freshman Jordana Klien
went 1-2 in the Singles Gold
Right, earning a consolation win
over Raphaela Lima (6-2, 6-3)
from Jacksonville State. Fellow
freshman Carolyn Heurth went 11 in the Singles Platinum Right,
defeating Tess Lagerkvist (6-2, 36, 1-0(3))from Kennesaw State.
Two doubles pairs were also in
action during the tournament,
with both going I-1. Suga and
Heurth combined to defeat Raisa
Guasti and Raphaela Lima (JSU),
8-6, in the opening round of the

Blue Doubles. Canty and Klien
also won their first doubles match
in the Platinum Doubles Flight.
The duo earned an 8-1 win over
Teresa Franco and Bruna Viera(81)from North Alabama.
The Racers will continue their
Fall Schedule, Oct. 28-30 at the
Southern Miss Tournament in
Hattiesburg, Miss. The final tournament of the season for MSU,
will be Nov. 12-13 when they host
the Murray State Invitational at
the Kenlake Tennis Center in
Aurora, Ky.
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118 Thoroughbred Drive
This spacious. bnght and well maintained 4 bedroom.
1/2 bath home is located in beautiful Murray Estate.,
Subdivision. Home features hardwood floors, gas lo
fireplace in the living mom, whirlpool tub in master
bath, vaulted and tray ceilings, and plenty of natura
lighting. The landscaped yard features a spectacular
patio for entertaining.

A Two Level 50 x 100 Steel a Wood Structure Barn
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pleasure coaching this group of
young men this season.
"It has been great. We've got
a wondeful group of kids," he
said. "We'll be really sorry to
see Daniel and Hunter and
Ryan leave. It will be a really
special moment tomorrow
watching these guys come off
knowing what they've done in
their career and hopefully we'll
be looking forward to another
round of golf on Wednesday. I
couldn't have asked for a better
bunch. They're all just outstanding kids."
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had five players win both of
their matches—Steve Farmer,
David Reeves, Howard Boone,
Matt Bartholomy and Bobby
Fike.
The Oaks team had four
players who both of their
matches—Mark
Ferguson,
Danny
Woods,
Roger
Larochelle and Mike Haley.
Mike Holton of the Miller
team won both of his matches.
This year marked the first

NATIONAL BASKETBALL ASSOCIATION

Chuck & Anne Hoke
1114Coun
Co
Murra
Kentu

In

three teams won both of their
matches—Rodney Hurt and
Larry Seward, Matt Bartholomy
and Steve Farmer, and David
Reeves and Dick Dougherty.
Three teams for the Oaks
also won both of their matches—Prentice Darnell and Phil
Allen, Tim Thurmond and
Jimmy Valentine, and Mark
Ferguson and Danny Woods.
In Sunday's individual
matches, Murray Country Club
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